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Summary: Much has happened in the past dozen-plus hours. All Dionysus prisoners save Kytides were transferred to the Freedom's Fire. The Dionysus crafts were rejoined and the entire Cataria crew transferred. 

Kytides is being kept in sickbay for medical review, still uttering nothing more than "We surrender" when "conscious." He has been tagged with a transponder. Captain Raile and her still-sleeping executive officer were transferred to similar VIP quarters on the Dionysus.

The self-destruct on the Cataria was armed, and the Cataria herself sent on a course into the heart of the nearby sun.

A small shuttle craft and three officers, including ensign Lori, were dispatched from the Freedom's Fire to the Dionysus. The craft is in her shuttlebay with two of the officers, while Lori awaits on the bridge, carrying the vital codes for access to the Sol System, and their ultimate objective: Earth.

The Dionysus made best speed for the Sol System, but has since expended those warp capabilities, and now approaches at cruise warp. Per Captain Raile, the space-time "soft-spot" will emerge in 40 minutes time...and close in 60.

Earth awaits.

~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Begin USS Andromeda: "Their Final Hour: Something Lethal in the Wind" Mission 9 - Stardate 11305.11~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~

CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Checking systems in Main Engineering.::

ACTION:
The Dionysus is 15 minutes from the Sol System.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: ETA to the Sol System?
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::standing on the bridge off to the side::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::enters the bridge, looking around for the Captain, spots him and walks over:: CO: Captain, a quick word. I wanted to talk to you before this but we've all been a bit busy.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: Of course Varesh, what is it?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Smiles at the status then turns and stands looking at the warp core. He taps this badge.:: *CO*: Captain everything looks good here in engineering. Latest report weapons and engines are at normal status on Craft C. We are repaired and it good shape.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CEO*: Excellent work Tavish. Send my regards to your entire team!
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::walks over and takes the helm::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CO: I had a long conversation with Captain Raile... perhaps I should tell you in your ready room?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
*CO*: Will do Captain. Engineering out. ::Turns and watches the small engineering team quietly go about their work.::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Captain, we're 15 minutes out from the Sol System.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Understood Ensign. I'm counting on you to get us there with the best possible route.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Keeps her eyes on the tactical sensors.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: Very well. ::gets up and heads towards his RR::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Ensign, you have the bridge.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Aye, Captain.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::follows the Captain:: CO: I won't keep you long, we need to get ready for the upcoming event.
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::continues to monitor their course::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::enters his RR::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Walks down the center of Engineering mentally checking all the status boards.::
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Continues staring at the ceiling of Sickbay, voice continuing its now-usual droning:: Outloud: We surrender...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*SOPS*: Commander, we're about 15 minutes from the Sol System. Do you think it prudent to have Raile brought to the bridge?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::standing in his quarters, fidgeting with his uniform::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::enters the room, walking over to the window and looking out for a moment before turning around:: CO: I had an interesting talk with Captain Raile about what's going on.
MO_Raas says:
::Just tries to ignore Kytides. Not successfully. It's the creepiest, most depressing thing::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::contemplates the use of the word prudent, wondering if he's the best judge of this when it comes to Raile::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: And?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
*CO*: I think it's a coin-toss, Captain. I'd lean towards having here there, though.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*SOPS*: Acknowledged Commander. Please see that she is brought there.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::picks at his sleeve a little more, more out of nervousness than anything else:: Computer: Computer, locate Captain Raile.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CO: Well, she has a way to get home, but for her only. And that this "soft spot" is the last chance to get the timeline back on track. And she's not sure if we can get home. I guess if this works, our timeline will reset.
Computer says:
SOPS: Captain Raile is in VIP Quarters D415, Deck 4.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: Well, if she gets back home, doesn't that ensure that we get back as well?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::turns about and heads for the door of his quarters::
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
Outloud:  We su...der.  ::Voice clips off a bit this time as it occasionally does, due to an overworked throat::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Monitors tactical while taking a quick look around the Bridge.:: *CO*: Captain, LRS is picking up resolution on the Sol system. There are 20 Starfleet vessels near Earth and Starbase 1.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CO: That is the implication but it's not ensured. The trip could kill her, each time she's jumped she's experienced exponentially increasing cellular damage.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: At this point, I don't think we have any other choice. I think it's a chance we're just going to have to take.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CTO*: Understood. Keep a close eye on them.
MO_Raas says:
DCO: Why won't you just stop? Huh? Why not, just one ten minutes, without speaking?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CO: I agree, I just thought you need to know. I'll give you the full report as soon as I can.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::makes his way for the VIP quarters::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: Yes, please do Varesh. Was there anything else?
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CTO: Dropping us out of warp. ::starts to brings the Dionysus out of warp::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::shakes his head:: CO: No, sir. I just wanted you to be aware of what I knew.

ACTION:
The Federation sensor net actively pings the Dionysus as she enters the Sol System.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::takes in a deep breath::  CNS: Well, let's hope for the best and that this works.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Checks the tactical readout on the vessels.:: F_FCO: Very well. Approach casually.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::arrives once again outside Raile's quarters, pressing the chime::
Capt_Raile says:
::Standing at the door, she presses the control to open it manually:: SOPS: Commander.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::gives a wry laugh:: CO: Indeed. Now let's storm Earth and take no prisoners.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::heads out of his RR and onto the bridge::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::inputs authorization codes into the console::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Ensign, do you know what we can expect now that we've arrived?

ACTION:
The sensor net ceases to ping the Dionysus.  

SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
Raile: Captain Knight would like you to come to the Bridge.
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CTO: I just input the authorization codes. We've made it through the security sensor net.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::follows the Captain back onto the bridge and moves to one of the consoles where he can assist::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CTO: At least the first layer of the net. We'll have two more check points. I'm taking us to full impulse.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Sir, we have dropped out of warp and are approaching SB1. I read a Sovereign, 2 Galaxy's, 3 Akira's, a Prometheus, 5 Defiant's and several other smaller class starships in the area.
MO_Raas says:
::Double-checks on Kytides, reviewing his vitals, which she's seen enough times, since he's the only patient in sickbay. He's still "fine"::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::rapidly taps at the console adjusting speed to full impulse::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::watches from where he's sitting::
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Again shows no acknowledgement, either to Raas' occasional bouts of frustration or the checkups::  Outloud: We surrender.
Capt_Raile says:
::Nods:: SOPS: Of course. Please, lead the way. ::Steps out of her quarters, with a brief glance behind her::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO/F_FCO: Two Defiant class ships have broken orbit and are on an intercept course for the Dionysus. They are standing at green alert.
IA_Lt_Gulash says:
::arrives on the Bridge, drifting aft::
Capt_Raile says:
SOPS: Do you have the artifact?
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Captain, there's two more authorization points we have to go through.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: And you have the codes for them, correct?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
Raile: Let's go to the Bridge and get these things straightened out. ::heads for the Turbolift, not wanting to play fifty questions just yet::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Yes sir.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Understood. Let them have a look... they are at green.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: They read as the Victor and the Conqueror. Hmm... Sound more like Klingon vessels.
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Captain Grey gave me all the codes you guys would need before we departed.
Capt_Raile says:
::Follows along, fully aware that in this mood, any sort of delay will only further aggravate him:: SOPS: Of course. But if we arrive at Earth and I'm empty-handed, we've accomplished nothing. I just want to avoid delays.

ACTION:
ACTION: The Conqueror hails the Dionysus.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Remember to thank her for me, Ensign.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::enters the Turbolift::  Turbolift: Bridge.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Conqueror is hailing.
Capt_Raile says:
::Enters with Davis, and says nothing more yet::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: Varesh, answer their hail... audio only.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::moves over to the OPS console and acknowledges the hail, putting the audio on speakers::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::waits patiently, or what passes for patiently with him, until the doors open with their usual....turboliftness, before stepping on to the Bridge::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CEO*: Tavish, any chance you can come to the bridge. I might need you to interrupt communications for me.
Conqueror_Captain says:
@COM: Dionysus: Welcome home, Dionysus! We'll be forming your escort for the celebrations.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Taps his badge.:: *CO*: Everything looks good down here I have time Captain. I'm on my way.   ::Nods to the engineering team then exits Main Engineering.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::approaches Knight, but waits for the conversation to slow before interjecting::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
COM: Conquerer: It's good to be back! We look forward to the celebrations. Lead the way!
Capt_Raile says:
::Pauses a moment, looking slightly distressed, before she slowly, reluctantly steps out onto the bridge::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Walks out into the corridor and into the Turbo Lift.:: TL: Bridge.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks over at Davis::  SOPS: Yes Commander?
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Stands at ease, clasping her hands together behind her back.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::gestures back towards Raile:: CO: Captain Raile.
Conqueror_Captain says:
@COM: Dionysus: ... Will Commander Kytides be present soon?  
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks over at Raile and gives her an encouraging smile::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Raile: Well, well, well. So Captain, we are here. Where is it exactly that we need to go?
Capt_Raile says:
::Remains uncomfortable, and just barely on the bridge from the turbolift shaft... just far enough for the doors to close behind her::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Enters the bridge as the turbo lift doors open.:: CO: McQuade reporting sir. ::Walks to the engineering station.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
COM: Conqueror: Affirmative. The commander was taking care of a few things and will be present shortly.
Capt_Raile says:
::Says nothing as McQuade passes her and onto the bridge... then she suddenly steps back into the turbolift he just vacated:: TL: Sickbay.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CEO: Thank you for joining us Tavish. ::looks over at the TL::
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
Outloud: We surre- ::Suddenly jerks hard, thrashing on the bed, as his voice cuts off mid-drone into a shout:: -ill in here, I'm still in here, I'm still in here, I'm still in here you sons of- ::Blinks hard and halts the new chant as well, realizing he's in control again::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::frowns as Raile leaves the bridge::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
SOPS Where is she going??
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::hears Knight's questions and double-takes, as though this didn't actually just happen:: CO: I...I'm honestly not sure.
MO_Raas says:
::Looks up at she hears something, and seeing Kytides a few meters away, quickly hits her commbadge:: *Bridge*: Sickbay to bridge!
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
SOPS: I can't keep improvising here for long.  I don't want to come across as suspicious.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*MO*: Go ahead.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::gets up, already heading for the TL, hearing Raas's voice::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Enters his access into the engineering panel before bringing up the communications systems.::
Conqueror_Captain says:
@COM: Dionysus: Understood. Let us know as soon as he's available. Command is expecting to resolve a few details with him upon arrival. Conqueror out.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
All: Okay, we've bought ourselves a little bit of time. ::again looks towards the TL::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*MO*: Commander Varesh is on his way to sickbay now!
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Gives his head a shake to clear it and rolls off the bed awkwardly, grabbing Raas' hand and tumbling her face-first into the floor::
MO_Raas says:
*CO*: Kytides is out of--  ::Is cut off with a brief shriek::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*MO*: Speak to me, Raas. ::enters the car as the doors whoosh open:: TL: Sickbay.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: There is a security team down in sickbay, correct?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
::follows Varesh::
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Grabs Raas' phaser and stands quickly, moving out of Sickbay at a quick if shaky clip::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CEO: Sorry Tavish. I was going to have you mess with communications a bit... but we seemed to hold the Conqueror off.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: No sir. You didn't order one. Do you wish one dispatched?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS: Did she say anything to you? ::impatiently waits for the TL to drop down to the sickbay deck.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
CNS: She only asked about the artifact.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Yes, immediately. And remind me to go over protocol with you.
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Tilts his head after exiting, thinking back to his reviews of the ships' layout, and slips into a nearby Jeffrey's Tube to get out of sight quickly::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
CO: Understood sir. ::Continues to bring up systems to monitor.:: I'll continue my work here on the bridge in case something comes up.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS: The big one? She's got another one on her. ::squeezes through the doors even before they are completely open, running for sickbay, his phaser already in his hand::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Aye. ::Orders a security team to Sickbay.::

ACTION:
The Dionysus continues toward Earth, Conqueror to one side, Victor to the other. All three ships are pinged by another authorization net.

F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
::inputs the second set of codes::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
::shakes his head, frustrated even more by this:: CNS: No, she only said something about the artifact.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::walks up behind Lori and places a hand on his shoulder:: FCO: All in order Ensign?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS: Then she means to use that one, no matter what it does to her. ::almost runs full steam into the sickbay doors, but they part for him in time:: MO: Raas! ::looks around::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Aye, sir. There's only one more security check point and then we'll be clear of the net.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
::following, unsure of what a phaser will do against her::
TO_Colt says:
*CTO*: We are in position.

ACTION:
Sickbay is empty, save Raas's unconscious form crumpled beside a biobed.

SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
::keeping up, he enters just behind Varesh, moving off to his left a little and scanning the room::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::drops to his knees next to Raas, feeling for a pulse:: *CO*: Captain, Kytides isn't in sickbay and Raas has been knocked out. He's loose on the ship.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CNS*: Talk to me Varesh!
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: The other ships are approaching and falling into formation. possibly an honor guard.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Thorson, I want security teams looking for Kytides.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*CO*: We'll start on this deck. ::makes Raas comfortable on the biobed and turns to Davis:: SOPS: We need to find Raile too.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Orders a shipwide search. Doesn't sound general quarters, as the other ships may read that on sensors::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::nods, feeling at least a little responsible for this::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO/CTO: You seem to be having a little bit of trouble with Kytides. Our crew tagged him with a transporter transponder and I have the code for it. If you want we could use it to transport him to our shuttle in the shuttle bay.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::figures he'll try:: Computer: Locate Captain Raile.
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Mutters to himself as he moves through the tube::  Self: Wager my promotion's null now. But they won't do that again...  ::Checks and raises phaser before exiting the tube a couple decks above Sickbay, positively stalking for trouble::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Sounds like a viable solution, sir.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Have a security team in place around the shuttle.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
FCO: Do it!
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Aye. ::Orders Colt and his team and another team to the shuttle.::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: With pleasure sir.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::wonders if the Computer will tell them where Raile was::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Have your security team make sure Kytides cannot access any of the consoles in that shuttle.  Last thing we need is for him to send out any sort of communication.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::wondering the same thing to himself; he doubts it could be so "easy"::
Computer says:
SOPS: Captain Raile is in Transporter Room 1.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CO: Aye. :: Orders Colt to disable the shuttle.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::shoots a confused look at Davis before heading down the corridor and TR1::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
*CO*: Davis to Bridge. The Computer says Raile is in Transporter Room 1, although I'm not sure how reliable that is. If we have not disabled transporters, now would be a good time.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::trades the confused looks and again follows on the sprint::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks over at Tavish:: CEO: Disable the transporters.
TO_Colt says:
::Disables shuttle and gets the squads in position.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*SOPS*: Understood!
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
* FF_EO_Kyle*: Prepare for a visitor. It's our old friend Kytides.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Locks down all transporters, both personal and material and routes all access codes to the bridge.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*SOPS*: Transporters disabled!
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
CO: Sir. Should I also lockdown all shuttle transporters?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods to Tavish::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CEO: Raile is not getting off this ship!
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
CO: Understood. ::Turns back to the station and enters the commands for the shuttle shutting them off one by one.::
EO_Kyle says:
*FCO*: Ready, but tell your friends to get off our porch. We have plenty of shotguns of our own.
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: Captain, I need your help. Please tell your men to stand down. Let us handle this.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Brings down the transporter targeting computers.::
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
*EO_Kyle*: Well do.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*TO*: Have your team stand down.....for now!
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::leads the way to TR1:: Davis: How do you know Raile? And I don't mean this one.
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Shakes his head, still not feeling himself in his own mind and rather annoyed he hadn't run into anyone yet:: Self: At least the Breen couldn't do anything that bad to your head...
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
*EO_Kyle*: Okay...They're standing down. Start the transport.
EO_Kyle says:
*FCO*: They've backed off. Transporting now.
TO_Colt says:
*CO*: Yes, Captain. TOs: Stand down, men!
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
CNS: It's...a long story.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles slightly:: SOPS: As all good stories are. ::turns onto the corridor heading to TR1:: How do you want to play this? Go right at her?

ACTION:
Kytides dematerializes from his Jeffries tube... and appears on the single-man transporter pad on the rebel shuttle Firebrand, held under phaser by two officers. 

EO_Kyle says:
*FCO*: We've got him. What do you want us to do with him?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
CNS: I'm not sure what her capabilities are. It might be better to let me lead here.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS: Gladly. You know more about Raile than I do after all.
F_FCO_Ens_Lori says:
CO: They have him... What do you want them to do with him?
D_CO_Cmdr_Kytides says:
::Blinks and lets loose an oath, rather more annoyed now, but freezes for the moment while waiting and listening to the man talk over comm::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis_ says:
::exhales outside of Transporter Room 1, then moves to enter::

ACTION:
Transporter Room 1 is empty...but a single console is playing a visual message on repeat.


~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Pause Mission: Time Lapse: 10 seconds~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~
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